Quantification of the emission rates of various gases from soils at night remains a challenge, 11 confronting climate science (in the case of CO 2 and CH 4 ) and agriculture science (for NH 3 and 12 N 2 O, among others). In sufficiently stable conditions at night, concentrations of such emitted 13 gases build up at the surface, with intermittent interruptions commonly attributed to the 14 passage of packets of turbulence. The utility of conventional micrometeorological experimental 15 methods in such circumstances is questionable, and chamber methods have been developed to 16 meet the challenge. Here, a statistical approach is proposed, in which micrometeorological 17 field data are used to replicate the likely characteristics of a chamber experiment, yielding 18 estimates of surface fluxes at the surface itself rather than at some height above it. The 19 methodology proposed is developmental at this time, with details intended to correspond to 20 the use of both closed and vented chambers. Its application to three recent field studies is 21 explored: (1) a study of nocturnal CO 2 emission from two test areas (one previously tilled and 22 the other not) in Ohio in 2015; (2) a similar experiment conducted in Zimbabwe in 2013 (one 23 area previously tilled and a second left fallow), and (3) an investigation of NH 3 effluxes from a 24 crop previously treated with urea ammonium nitrate (UAN), in Illinois in 2014. There are few 25 measurements with which to compare the results presented here, however the values obtained 26 are within the range of available field data. 27 28 Wilson et al., 2012). While eddy correlation techniques, in their various forms, have gained 34 popularity, their requirement for sufficient fetch remains an obstacle that is difficult to 35 overcome, especially at night (Aubinet, 2008). Bowen ratio methods are less susceptible to 36 fetch limitations, because relevant measurements can be made at a lower height than for eddy 37 correlation or flux/gradient calculations (Meyers et al., 1996). 38 Measurement of fluxes at night is especially demanding (Schneider et al., 2009; Darenova et al., 39 2014). While sensitivity to fetch limitations is reduced, the Bowen ratio methods remain fallible 40 at night, when the inherent assumption that gradients and fluxes are closely associated is 41 vulnerable. To address the matter of emissions from soils at night, field programs often rely on 42 measurement methods of an entirely different kind -the use of chambers that confine 43 emissions from the ground within closely-monitored volumes and thus eliminating the 44 problems associated with fetch. In the case of carbon dioxide (CO 2 ), for example, the rate of 45 increase in CO 2 concentrations within such a confined volume is an indication of the flux from 46 the surface. However, it is recognized that the presence of any such chamber imposes an 47 studies summarized by Nay et al. (1994) have indicated considerable differences, sufficient that 53 laboratory tests were conducted of their performance involving the measurement of CO 2 efflux 54 rates of known magnitude from test surfaces. The laboratory evaluations confirmed the level of 55 uncertainty derived from the many field comparisons, with differences sometimes exceeding a 56 factor of two. A more extensive examination was reported by Pumpanen et al. (2004), whose 57 independent research allowed them to conclude that "Any use of the static-chamber method 58 ought to be particularly scrutinized." Wang et al. (2004) compared results from closed and 59 vented chambers, with results indicating differences in derived soil efflux rates (of ammonia 60 (NH 3 ) in their tests) ranging up to a factor of five. 61
Introduction
Quantification of the emission rates of trace gases from soils in fields, wetlands and forests 32 presents a problem that standard micrometeorological methods fail to solve (Skiba et al., 2009;  obstacle to the natural flow regime, with consequences that are hard to quantify. On the 48 whole, there is no method that appears to satisfy the objections of all critics. 49 Comparisons among results obtained using chambers of different configurations have been 50 revealing. Comparison of results from closed ('static', q.v. Edwards, 1982) chambers and 51 alternative 'dynamic' approaches (Norman et al., 1992) has received particular attention. Field 52 https://doi.org/10.5194/bg-2019-393 Preprint. Discussion started: 22 November 2019 c Author(s) 2019. CC BY 4.0 License. 75 Consider the case of trace gas emission from a specific surface. At this point, there is no 76 consideration of the conventional requirement for time stationarity and spatial uniformity. 77 These issues will be considered later. In daytime convective (and unstable) situations, the 78 measurement of the fluxes is typically considered as a standard micrometeorological exercise. 79 At night, however, the constraints imposed by the necessary assumption that fluxes measured 80 in the air at some convenient height above a surface of special interest are indeed 81 representative of that particular surface presents substantial obstacles (Aubinet, 2008) . It is the 82 nocturnal stratified atmosphere in contact with the surface that will be considered here. 83 There are many published examples of nighttime time series of measurements of concentration 84 of some gas (e.g. CO 2 or CH 4 ) in ground-level air that displays a saw-tooth pattern, with slowly intermittency so that these can be excluded from the analysis now proposed --intended to 97 focus on the causes of increases in surface concentrations. Field experience indicates that a 98 time resolution of the trace gas concentration record should best be such that events shorter 99 than five minutes can be resolved. 100 Suppose a fast-response anemometer is deployed at some convenient height, providing three-101 dimensional velocity data (means and variances) every five minutes, or over some alternative 102 averaging time deemed appropriate. Simultaneously, measurements of concentration (C) of 103 some atmospheric trace constituent are made, at some point below the sonic installation. After 104 data accumulation extending over many days, consider the statistical characteristics of 105 ensembles of data generated after sorting according to time of day. A partial correlation 106 examination of three variables is of present relevance:
The virtual chamber
where notation is conventional. In practice, the wind speed u is an output of the sonic 111 anemometer, as is the standard deviation of the vertical wind component σ w . A first-order partial correlation analysis (or multiple regressions) yields the best-fitting 116 coefficients in a relationship of the kind:
The intercept a x is therefore the value of X 1 (i.e. dC/dt) that would be expected in the case for 119 which X 2 and X 3 were both zero; i.e., for when there is no effect of the wind (no advection) and 120 no turbulent exchange in the vertical at the level of the anemometer (z a ). The situation then 121 envisioned is that of a conventional closed-chamber experiment, but lacking the consequences 122 of a physical presence that could influence the natural circumstances. concentrations. Red represents data for the fallow field (#1 in Figure 1) , and green the 308 adjacent field (#2) carrying a growing crop of maize. No data have been omitted. expected to result from such turbulence intermittency, as is seen in Figure 9 . The opportunity 361 exists, therefore, to make use of the analytical methods suggested here in order to derive 362 information regarding the rate of emanation of ammonia gas from the previously fertilized 363 area, so as to derive flux data not influenced by rainfall itself but such that the influence of 364 factors like soil moisture content and temperature could perhaps be assessed. 
Conclusions

417
The methodology presented here diverges substantially from familiar micrometeorological 418 strategies. First, it is focused on the ground itself (or the vegetation above it), and does not rely 419 on the assumption that measurements made above the ground are indicative of the local 420 surface. Second, the reliance on statistical methods to drive the analysis towards situations in 421 which the prevailing stability is high but the wind speed is zero reduces (if not eliminates) the 422 conventional requirement regarding large fetches. Third, the method requires measurements 423 with a sufficient time resolution (less than 5 min) such that the effects of intermittent bursts of 424 turbulence can be identified and eliminated. This is in direct contrast to standard 425 micrometeorological practice, which requires a sampling duration long enough that a 426 statistically significant sampling of these same bursts of turbulence can be obtained. 427 However, the methods now presented do not result in a defensibly deterministic quantification 428 of the relevant surface fluxes. It is assumed that the two alternative methods presented and 
